
APPLIED ANTHROPOLOGY – CLASSES IN THE SUMMER SEMESTER 2022/2023 

Dear Students, 

Please take into account the following information while choosing your courses in Applied Anthropology in 

the summer semester 2022/2023. If a course is not mentioned in the following list, you may join it:  

- Erasmus+ incoming students are not allowed to choose the following courses:  

 year 1: Linguistic Anthropology: Source and development of the world's languages (tutorial); 

Anthropologist's toolkit: How to teach? (key issues of education) (classes); Key (classical) debates in 

Social and Cultural Anthropology (tutorial); Anthropologist’s toolkit: Humanistic and social methods 

and new technologies (workshops); Arabic language and culture; 

 year 2: Key themes in Anthropology: Culture, Society, Ethnicity, Identity (lecture); 

 year 3: translation classes, Academic Writing and seminars;  

- max. 3 Erasmus+ incoming students may join the following courses (please contact the lecturers until 

20.12.2022 to know if you may still join the course): 

 year 1: „Good Life” and Human Rights with Dr. Hab. Krzysztof Motyka, Prof. KUL 

krzysztof.motyka@kul.pl  

 year 2: Defense practices (workshops) with Dr. Pablo de la Fuente de Pablo, Prof. KUL pablo.de-la-

fuente-de-pablo@kul.pl  

 year 2: Modern Language Arabic (on condition that they have basic knowledge of Arabic) with Fr. 

Dr. Krzysztof Modras krzysztof.modras@kul.pl 

 year 2: Immigration Law (workshops) and English language: writing legal documents and customs 

of immigration (classes) with Dr. Tomasz Sieniow tomasz.sieniow@kul.pl 

 year 3: Linguistic Anthropology - Tribal languages and world's (tutorial) with Dr. Hab. Henryk Duda, 

Prof. KUL henryk.duda@kul.pl 

- max. 5 Erasmus+ incoming students may join the following courses (please contact the lecturers until 

20.12.2022 to know if you may still join the course): 

 year 1: Anthropologist's toolkit: Anthropological reading (in Russian/Ukrainian) (workshops) with 

Dr. Andrij Saweneć andrij.sawenec@kul.pl  

 year 1: Key theme in Anthropology: Economy (tutorial) with Dr. Piotr Rubaj piotr.rubaj@kul.pl  

 year 2: Intercultural management economic and health projects (lecture) with Prof. Dr. Hab. Paweł 

Kawalec pawel.kawalec@kul.pl  

 year 2: How to teach English? (classes) with Dr. Piotr Steinbrich piotr.steinbrich@kul.pl  

 year 3: Communication and negotiations (tutorial) and Business and charity attitudes - case studies 

(tutorial) with Fr. Bogusław Żero, MA boguslaw.zero@kul.pl  

 

Should you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact us: incoming@kul.pl  

Best regards, 

Katarzyna Woźniak 

Academic Mobility Section 

International Relations Office 

The John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin 
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